Summary. --Within the framework of axiomatic field theory, we have obtained ~ necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the limit of the quantity c~(s, t) = In f(s, t)/ln s, 0< t < 4/t", when Is I--> 0% e< args< z~--s, e~ 0, where ](s, t) is a crossing-symmetric elasticscattering amplitude. It is found to be related ~o the existence of a certain mean of the phase of ](s, t). When this mean does not exist, c~(s, t) oscillates indefinitely as Is] increases, lIowever, th(, w~riaI,ion of c~(,~, t) with s is very slow, the (~ period, of oscill'Ltion being an extremely rapidly increasing function of s. This oscillation may also be present in ] (s, t) for physical values of s sup(.t'imi)osed on the oscillal;ions of shorter rang(,. It seems very diffmul(; to de(oct the existence of such a long-range effec(~ exI)erimentally. In studying the ~symptotie behaviour of the elastic-scattering amplitude ](s, t) for s-~ + co (1), it would be useful to introduce the function
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(1) To avoid unnecessary complication, wc shall consider the elastic scattering of two neutral scalar particles ,)f equal mass ,u. Furthermore we shall treat explicitly only the case where ](s, t) satisfies the s.u crossing symmetry. In the more general case our method appli(:s to the s-u symmetrized amplitude, s, u, t are the familiar Mandelstam vt~riablcs. and see if the limit of a(s, t) for ~.-~ }-oo exists or not. When such a limit exists, it will correspond to the asymptotic behaviour of the Iorm fl(s, t)s ~m, where a(t) is the limit of (1) and fl(s, t) is a function which varies less rapidly than any power of s. In most physical theories, such as tile I{egge-pole theory, tile existence of the limit a(t) is taken for granted. Even in more general considerations the existence of a(t) is assumed implicitly or explicitly. It would therefore be natural to ask to wh:~t extent such an assumption can be justified within the general framework of ~xiomatic field theory.
It is immediately obvious, however, that this question is unanswerable with our present knowledge of field theory : we have not found any reason within axiomatic field theory, or even in the Mandclst am representation for that matter, which prevents g(s, t) from oscillating indefinitely as s--*-}-0% ](s, t) being the value of an analytic function on the boundary of its analyticity domain. Thus the only sensible question we can ask at present is the following: what are the conditions under which the limit of a(.% t) exists when we let s go to infinity in the complex direction ~ < arg s < = --e, e being small but positive? It is this question that we want to examine in this paper. Clearly, even if such a limit exists, it does not necessarily mean that ](s, t) has a power behaviour as s-~ -] oo along the real axis. However, it will provide us with the best avail-:~ble parametriz,~tion of the seaitering amplitude ](s, t) avera,~ed over a certain enerKy range.
We know already 1hat, for very b~rgc ['~'1' a(s, 0) cannot exceed 1 because of the Froissart bound ("), and th:~t a(,% t) is bounded by 2 for 0 ~. t < 4/, 2 (3). These give upper bounds for a(s, t). On the other hand, wi~en t is in the interval 04t~< 4# 2, ~(s, t) is bounded from below by --2 (4). Thus, for large values of Is], we can assert lhat (2) --2 .-; ~(,, 0<2, o<t< 4/~ ~.
Of course, it may well be that ~(s, t), although it satisfies tlle bound (2), has no limit when [s]->oo, and oseill.~tcs indefinitely between its leasli upper bound ~(t) and its gn'eatest lower bound z(t), where (a) --2 <_~(t) < 5(t) < 2.
llowever, in the special case where arg](s, t) has a limit for s-> ]-oo, it ha,s been shown that _~(t) = 5(t) (a). That is, the limit does exist in this case.
